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*The Economic Factor- The success in business and economic benefit has never been associated with learning the African Languages.
*The prestige factor- meaning that the Afrikaans and English languages were the only language that were deemed the prestige languages and learning African Languages have never of any significant importance.
* The structure of the African lanfuage- African language has unique sentence and word structure.


C

*sign of gender- The prefixes are assorted into classes
-Example (-umu/-aba) etc
*Assocciation of these classes to singular and plural 
Example- -umu (umuntu-person) and -aba (abantu -persons)
*No sex reference in the correlation of genders
-Example class 1a (u- umama) (u- ubaba) u- is the same subject concord for both mother and father respectively 




i-zi-thand-an-i

i-  zi

thand

an

-i

noun class 8

reciprocal

personal deverbstive suffic (-i)

Borrowed nouns especially in English and Afrikaans have to be accommodated in noun classes in order to generate agreement morphemes and form links with other elements of the sentence. The borrowed nouns can be accommodated in either sound structure(phonology) or meaning. Example : Postcard Zulu- iposkhadi

Kuhamba indoda
ku- is a indefinite concord
indoda= semantic subject 

predicate=Zahlasela, object= abaningi baseNingizimu-Afrika, subject =izifo


(b) Izifo eziyinkimbinkimbi sahlasela abaningi base Ningizimu-Afrika.

Zahlasela abaningi baseNingizimu-Afrika izifo eziyinkimbinkimbi.

The verb action describes how the object was affected by the subject.

Izifo eziyinkimbinkimbi ezintsha zahlasela abaningi base- Ningizimu-Afrika 

The subject is acted upon by the verb 



(a) In languages like Afrikaans and English promonilasation is when the noun is replaced by the pronoun however inAfrican Languages grammar , this is different because the pronouns are usually not even pronouns. their status and primary functions nominal derteminers and nominal qualifiers.

(b) Substitutes the noun primary function and status is nominal derteminers and nominal qualifiers

(c) Lo mntwana ugangile  (lo -demonstrative derteminer)
Wona amasi abolile (wona-absolute) derteminer

Uthisha uthanda ibhola lombhoxo.

Umfana uthanda ibhola lombhoxo.

5.2 i) Paradigmatic relation refers to words that can be used to substitute each other in the same sentence. The words (uthisha&umfana) are paradigmatic relation because they can substitute each other in the same context.
ii) syntgmatic relations are the combination of words to form a sentence ; uthisha/umfana + uthanda ibhola lombhoxo are syntgmatic relation because they are combined to form the sentence.

_Verbal Communication_
*involves spoken words
*face to face communication
*uses gestures and expression
*involves, words, sound and speech. 

_Non-verbal communication_
*no spoken words used
*uses stimuli
*intentional and unintentional communication
*messages include gestures,movement and facial expressions. 

The distance people maintain conveys information about their relationship. When people do not know each other very well they tend to maintain social distance. the distance people mention between themselves and other people in interpersonal relationships can help tell which ones have a formal relationship. The use of space depends on things like the communicator's culture and nationality. Most people feel uncomfortable when a person sits or stands either too close or too far away from them and when this happens can create communication difficulty and cause discomfort. 

Selection of Norm
Codification of form
Elaboration of function



























































